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A Sparking Photograph
by John and Jane Miller
The photo with the strange lightening-like spikes was taken at St. James United
Church in Montreal while attempting to obtain psychic photographs. The speaker,
Father Stephen Barham, a highly respected Silva Mind Control instructor, now gives a
course called "Creative Awareness”. In his characteristic style combining wit and
wisdom, Father Stephen teaches his students to draw upon their own psychic abilities.
This was the first time we had ever tried to get "ghost pictures”. St. James is an
old church and we thought it would be a good place to photograph ghosts. So, we took
many shots of dark corners. None of these corners gave strange results. However, 12
of the 36 pictures resulted in the same spikes, which sometimes covered the entire
picture. Almost all twelve occurred at the end of the day when the psychic energy was
at a peak? Well, maybe not. Since we received the photos, we’ve been asking amateur
photographers if they could explain the effect. Finally, we found a professional photog
rapher who could offer some explanation.
He simply said, "Oh, that’s sparking.” When the weather is cold, and humidity
low, rewinding the film too fast can create such sparks.
It may be a good idea to publish the photo plus the explanation so that other
people who get the same effect won’t misinterpret their photos as psychic. We haven’t
given up on ghost pictures, however. We are fortunate to have in our group a psychic
healer and medium, and we’ve been invited to bring cameras and a tape recorder to
his seances. We plan to be careful when rewinding our films slowly so we can discount
the sparking theory in the future. We will be sure to inform you of the results.
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The Montreal Society for Parapsychology and Paraphysics is an offshoot and an
affiliate of the International Institute of Integral Human Sciences. It provides an
opportunity for those interested in recent developments in these fields to meet and
discuss common interests, sharing and exchanging information, as well as to develop
and execute research projects. Current interests include Kirlian photography, orgone
energy, bio-feedback, pyramidology as well as remote viewing. For further information
write to: John and Jane Miller; 955 Plymouth Ave, No. 207; T.M.R. Montreal, Canada,
H4P 1B2.
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Kundalini: Experiment in
Self Exploration
Donald Miller
Abstract:
Kundalini is described in Hindu literature as a female goddess, who having
taken on the form of a serpent, resides in the inferior or lower spinal vertebrae,
and can be activated spontaneously (documented instances are rare) or through
a disciplined reaction of the will. This paper will concern itself with my personal
experiences with a life force which appears to be that force, that Eastern
esoterics have labeled Kundalini.
My experiences with Kundalini have spanned a period of six years and include
both spontaneous and directed responses .My original awareness of this force was of a
spontaneous nature, resulting in an experience that was undefined, terrifying and
dramatically enlightening. Not until four years later, under more controlled circum
stances, did I realize Kundalini as a communicable experience. Communication is the
focal point of misinterpretation. Eastern yogis have incorporated the rising of Kundalini
into their systems for hundreds of years. Current researchers, however, have had to
probe through layers of theological symbolism in order to find the essence of their
knowledge. The problem is compounded when a Western empiricist attempts to
validate the subjective reality that is recognized in the East as the embodiment of “true
knowledge.” The resultant factor is the basic philosophical difference between East
ern and Western thinkers. We have little language with which to describe and interpret
experiences such as the rising of Kundalini. I hope the reader will therefore overlook
those linguistic indulgences and redundancies which may occur in the following.
In March of 1970,1 was attending Suffolk University which is located in Boston,
Massachusetts, where I was involved in undergraduate studies in the department of
psychology. I had left my apartment in Cambridge and driven to Warwick, Rhode Island
in order to visit my parents to have a photograph taken for my driver’s license. As was
my habit, I arrived in the early morning hours (2 a.m.) and quietly retired!?
I should interject here that the six months prior to this visit had been ones of
Eastern introspection for me.Experiences with a Ouija board, mescaline, paranormal
experiences with immediate friends, a number of books (most importantly Carlos
Castenada’s The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui WayofKnowfedge)andthecollective
psyche and ‘personas’ of those surrounding me fertilized the conceptions of existence
on an abstract level.
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I lay in bed, idly wandering through thoughts. At the time I was trying to apply
Castenada’s continuum of fear, clarity and power to my own experiences and undula
tions throughout my body. The cadence was very specific. I chose not to fight it but
rather ride it out as a small boat on a giant sea squall (this image is exact). Suddenly I
felt an explosion in the lower portion of my back. I was too frightened to move or
breathe—never had I been as shaken—the sensation was absolutely alien to anything
I previously felt. Within approximately ten seconds another eruption took place. This
time it propelled up my back and flared out the top of my head. At this moment the only
feeling I can remember is a fear that I was dying. This feeling of dying or loss lasted but
a second or two immediately following the ejection. After this feeling dispersed, my
thoughts cleared as they had never before. My cranial cavity seemed to expand to
include an enormous space in which thoughts simply floated through my conscious
ness. The most amazing aspect, however, was that all my thoughts were visable to my
consciousness—in other words my ego and consciousness were divided—the ego
being no more than a display case to which the consciousness had full access and
from which could be drawn any concept at will.
The following events also took place that night. My ability to gauge time had
disappeared. However I do know that the entire episode took place in the pre-dawn
hours, so we are discussing probably a total span of five hours.
After falling asleep for a period of time I awoke to find my room spinning about me,
as if I were an axis within a centrifuge. I had no feeling of dizziness or nausea, but
simply watched, to my disbelief the room spin about me. I once again became
frightened and began questioning my sanity, fearing that within the previous six
months I had pushed my senses and logic beyond that which was controllable. During
the remainder of the night I awoke several times to experience the same phenomenon.
The next two days were marked by a total alteration in my perceptual abilities, or
rather my interpretation of those perceptions. Motor control, abstract reasoning,
memory, and senses all seemed perfectly normal, however my associative process
seemed to have broken down. I experienced familiar stimuli in unfamiliar ways, dealing
with each stimuli individually—to cite a paradygm. I was riding in a car with a very
close friend of mine. As he spoke I suddenly became aware of the concept of voice as
an isolated entity. I could then construct this person as an entity in relation to his voice
but not necessarily congruent with his words. In other words I was reacting to
frequency levels and intellectual concepts simultaneously and painfully aware that the
emotion transmitted on the frequency level often was totally isolated from the concept
being delivered intellectually. I soon discovered that my friend was totally unaware of
this. (I found in the followingl day and a half what a normal phenomenon this is). I began
to understand how various frequencies had become associated with various words
during this life—time had formed a very illogical structure. To say the least I was
fascinated and quite scared.
To a speech pathologist or linguist this experience or realization may not seem at
all odd. To me at the time, however, having little academic background in either, the
disparity was overwhelming. Added to this was an accute awareness of the space
between transmitter and receiver.Imagine time slowing down so that a word was
heard in pieces. As it was spoken, actually hearing the word crossing the distance
between your ear and the person’s mouth .What this does is create a slight echo.
Actually the receiver is only perceiving the sound exactly as it is being transmitted and
thus receiving groups of letters at a time. Any alternation in perception leads to new sets
of definitions or broadens those having previously existed.This episode can be in
terpreted as a psychotic one, most notably the inability to inhibit excitatory reactions
from external stimuli. For years I was plagued—torn between defining one of the more
illuminating or schizophrenic symptomologies. In the summer of 1974, however, I
experienced Kundalini as an extension of will and was educated into some of its
chronology.
While living rather sparsely in New York City as a writer/musician I was introduced
through my manager to an Alexander Technique therapist. Stated briefly, Alexander
Technique is a body/mind coordination approach to mental health, not unlike Reich’s
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“armor” approach in that it attempts to resolve emotional conflicts at the myo■vascular level.
Essentially the therapist tried to usher me into an area of total relaxation. This was
done with the aid of breath control, muscle and joint manipulation (this was done to a
lesser degree by the therapist physically). However, I was taught to achieve this by
creating space between muscles and bone articulations with mental imagery and the
direction of energy through my body and out specific points. By the second or third
session it was clear to the therapist and myself that a wandering homing pigeon was
returning to its perch.
During the sixth or seventh session I experienced the sensation of four years
before. Floating once again, a force gently flowed up through my lumbar, thoracic, and
cervical vertebrae emerging from what felt like a cool well located in the medial portion
of either parietal bone. The force formed a stream of golden hue as it dispersed arcing
over my abdominal cavity .The therapist became very excited as I lay there rather
dumbfounded. We both laughed uncontrollably as she informed me that I had just
raised Kundalini, describing it as a very rare occurrence which yogis spend years
trying to achieve.I related my previous experience with this force and questioned her
about the difference in sensations. This time the sensation was not volcanic, but rather
warm and almost erotic. She informed me that she had known after our first session
that I was on the verge of releasing Kundalini and had been waiting to release my
remaining blocks, thus allowing the serpent to emerge freely. She claimed that with
practice I would be able to release the force at will, with little effort, and much less
trauma.
I began practicing on my own, spending several hours a day tracing internal
pathways and intrinsic methods of clearing those pathways. My therapist served as a
guide and occasional interpreter. I soon discovered, however, that the force she so
readily saw in me she could not raise herself, thus leaving me ostensibly alone in my
search. Techniques seemed to become ineffective as I reused them, as if the ego were
blocking Kundalini. Afresh unconscious image could be used as a vehicle; once it had
dwelt too long in the ego, however, it only served as another blockage.
One night after exercises lasting several hours I felt the energy grow rapidly at the
base of my spine and surge toward my head. Midway through my head it suddenly
stopped, filling my cranium with acute pressure. Finally an explosion in my head
released the pressure with an incredible fury. It reverberated as a shotgun blast, I
actually felt for my skull cap, fearing it had blown off.
The final experience took place with my therapist and was quite a relaxed affair.I
simply went into a deep Alpha state, releasing the energy with little effort.
So what is Kundalini? As I sit here I can feel it crawl up to my thoracic vertebrae
and stop in the midst of its warm glow. Is it a goddess fighting to surface in pursuit of
etheric nectar? Is it Chi? Mana? Prana? Or is it the residue of synapse? I believe that like
an orgasm it is the release of tension. A tension that begins with the trauma of birth and
grows throughout our lives, resulting indirectly in most causes of death. Gradual
reduction of tension allows Kundalini to escape smoothly and without negative after
effects. Its more explosive stages occur in individuals, for whom tension has come to
play a dominant role. The energy force must then tear through the chakra causing
violent repercussions in the nervous system. The individual experiences neurological
explosions which -are intensified by concentration and simultaneous relaxations. I
don’t think this intensifies the impulses, but rather awakens the individual to chemical
reactions which are continuously taking place within the body. This reality is normally
repressed, as information unnecessary for survival. (I think it is safe to say that
Kundalini is synonomous with the relative absence of conflict.This is why it is recog
nized as bliss or union with the god-head. The transcedence from ego conflict subli
mates the fuels of tension, thus providing a pathway for Kundalini and the reawakening
of a creativity. The essence of Kundalini is not totally foreign to Western thought,
however. Its precepts are not unlike those of auto-hypnosis, mind control techniques,
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meditation, or daydreaming. All strive for release from the ego state and direct contact
with the unconscious. Kundalini is a direction one may take as a prelude to manifesting
the power of the unconscious.)

Note: Anyone wishing to contact Mr. Miller regarding these experiences in Kundalini
research can write directly to:
Donald Miller
6 Dahlia Street
Warwick, Rl 02888
Biography
Donald Miller is a graduate of the Department of Psychology at the University of
Rhode Island. Currently he is involved with free lance painting.
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Boyd, Doug; Swami, Random House, $10.00 Hardcover, 330 pp.
This autobiographical work contains Swami Rama’s feats in biofeedback at the Menninger Clinic where Boyd worked under the direction of Dr. Elmer Green. It also
describes the author’s travels to India where he questioned and studied various other
swamis. The book gets a bit bogged down in the author’s detailed descriptions of time
spent in airports and other trivia, but the work remains an interesting personal account
of one man’s search for metaphysical insights in his attempt to bridge knowledge of
Eastern teachings with the West. Summing up, one of his Indian teachers told him:
The point is not to be antireason but to knowthat reason has its limitations.
... Reason is an essential instrument, and though intuition may be higher
than reason, one need not abandon reason to make use of intuition.
Simultaneously they must operate.

Chitrabhanu, Gurudev Shree; The Psychology of Enlightenment: Meditations on
The Seven Energy Centers, Dodd Mead, NY $6.95 Hardcover, 91 pp.
Gurudev Chitrabhanu, a religious leader from India, lecturer and spiritual advisor for
the Jain Meditation International Center in New York, has written a “meditation
handbook.” Based upon ancient teachings of Kundalini and mantram yoga, Chi
trabhanu helps us find “that inner Self which is real and permanent... to experience
... the invisible soul. ’ ’ The book is not only an in-depth introduction into the essence of
meditation, but also it is a well-spring of widsom, containing many passages such as
the following:
When we judge ourselves by other people’s standards we foster feelings
of insecurity. Somehow, we haven’t learned that we will never find peace
as long as we worry about what others may think of us. Why bother about
them? Can we not let go and give them liberty to think what theywill of us?
If they become happy thinking ill of us, let them be happy.... Negativity
hurts only those who think negatively of themselves. We are hurt only by
our low opinion of ourselves. ... If you accept that there is divinity (the
Supreme Soul) in you, your divine nature will gradually become apparent.

Teaching us to be aware of the flowing cosmic energy within, and our relationship to the
macrocosm, the author gets us in touch with our seven chakras so that we may obtain
“Pure Consciousness.” In the tradition of Gurdjieff, Ernest Holmes and also Sanskrit
writings, Gurudev Shree Chitrabhanu takes the initiate carefully along onto the road of
the highest states of consciousness.
Halifax, Joan, Shamanic Voices: A Survey of Visionary Narratives, EP Dutton,
$6.95, softcover, 268 pp.
Illustrated chapter by chapter with primitive drawings and containing quite a number of
photographs of shamans from around the world, this book is a monumental anthropo
logical treatise. Not only does Dr. Halifax describe the function of the Shaman, she
allows him, culture by culture, to speak for himself. “The shaman is the medicine man
or woman, the visionary leader and healer, who is the central figure in many tribal
cultures—the repository of the group's rituals, myths and secret lore. These individu
als have journeyed into the nierika, the doorway of the mind, that for most people
remains hidden and secret until time of actual mortal death.”
One is reminded in reading the various quoted accounts of the life of the shaman,
not only of Castanada’s Teachings of Don Juan, but also of Greek and Roman
mythology as well as Rudolf Steiner’s descriptions of the spiritual world which lies
beyond in the supersensible dimensions. Just as Steiner tells us to 'think like the trees’,
the shaman inevitably refers his teachings back to the symbological source, the
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omnipresent psyche... the realm from which Mother Nature springs: the voices of the
darkness, the eyes of the owl, the spirits from the moon, the Holy Breath of the
Universe. Shamanic Voices takes metropolis man back... back to his archetypal and
primordial heritage where the astral and the physical world intermingle and cohabitate.
Ludwig, Jan (editor), Philosophy and Parapsychology, Prometheus Books,
$16.95, hardcover, $8.95, paperback, 450 pp.
This encyclopediac anthology contains chapters by many of the fathers of parapsy
chology: Broad, Rhine, Ducasse, Price, Murphy, Soal, Flew, Mundle, Beloff, Brier,
William James and others, with sections both pro and con, on psychical research as a
science, the relevance of the miracle and the supernatural, problems of parapsychol
ogy in general,especially concerning repeatability in the lab(/'.e. that psychic phenom
ena is difficult to consistently achieve), and the philosophical implications of precogni
tion.
Naturally, with so many authors, the text is uneven, containing some weak sections
such as Flew’s philosophical discussions on repeatability, a chapter which gets bogged
down in its own verbiage: “The proposition on the basis of which we rule out the
ostensible miracle is one on which we have far better reason for relying that we can
possibly have for relying on the singular past tense proposition that affirms that
something occurred that would have been miraculous if it did occur.” (p. 268)
Whereas Gardner Murphy is a much more succinct writer. Concerning the same
problem of repeatibility Murphy tells us that it “is not the only hallmark of science.
There are unique events in the history of the stars and the history of life on this planet
and, of course, in the history of each of us as individual beings.” He tells us that
uniformity of process and lawful investigations are inherent in the development of
science as science, but “the more probabilistic conceptions of nature—those which
stress uncertainly and indeterminacy—belong to the hard core of science much more
than they belong to the everyday reality of bio-chemistry, embryology and physiology.”
However, Murphy warns the reader that "before the new science has any chance of
establishing itself ... it will take both honest replication up to the hilt and with it an
ordered system of ideas.” (pp. 270-272)
This is an important text book meant to be studied carefully. Also containing a 25
page bibliography, it would be an important contribution for any parapsychology
library.
Ratazzi, Peter; In Strangest Europe: A Cabinet of Rarities, Curiosities and Mon
sters, Mitre Press, London, approximately $10, hardcover, 270 pp.
This is a highly unusual and delightful travelogue through the off-the-beaten-tracks of
"the vanishing face of an unknown old world.” It is a hefty text with historic information
about ancient Roman, Spanish and Scottish towns; interesting vignettes concerning
the lives of Czars, Kings, writers and leaders; the scores of artistic photographs
displaying 11th century Hebrew cemetaries, a mysterious 4th century sarcophagus
with Christ’s monogram containing healing waters, a Swiss church spire emerging
from a submerged village which lay beneath a man-made reservoir, various bizarre
statues, unusual historic buildings, a 16th century sepulchral effigy of George von
Frankenstein and much more. A must for the world traveller and curiosity seeker.
Schwarz, Jack; Voluntary Controls, EP Dutton, $5.95, softcover, 144 pp.
From the introduction by Gay Luce: “Jack is not just an inspired teacher with unusual
powers over his nervous system and psychic gifts.He is a man of knowledge. He is also
a loving and generous teacher who offers... for anyone who will use it... the keys to
optimum health ... and spiritual development.” Schwarz, who has been well tested for
his unusual yogic feats by the Menninger Clinic and elsewhere, gives step by step
explanations concerning his direct understanding about the structure of the psyche,
the nature of consciousness, breathing, meditating and chanting exercises, Kundalini
yoga and visualization techniques. This is an important practical guide for obtaining
healthy, creative and higher states of consciousness.

